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Discount and o�-price
retailers benefit from
economic uncertainty, but
those gains might not last
Article

The trend: With more shoppers looking for deals to o�set higher prices for everyday

essentials, o�-price and discount stores continue to benefit.
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How we got here: As inflation has risen, so has discount and dollar stores’ share of wallet, as

consumers turn to stores like Dollar General and Dollar Tree for more of their needs.

Going further: Discount retailers are poised to keep growing, but in order to do so they need

to move beyond providing necessities and focus on enhancing the customer experience.

O�-price stumbles: Despite the market opportunity a�orded by more cost-conscious

shoppers, o�-price retailers face a slightly more uncertain outlook. That’s partly the result of

the di�culties in matching last year’s stellar performance as pent-up demand and stimulus

money sent customers flocking to stores. But the sector is also facing the same problem as

many others in the retail industry: an inventory glut.

Discount retailers account for half of the top 10 fastest-growing retail companies in the US,

per Kantar.

Burlington, TJX Companies, Ross Stores, Designer Brands, and Five Below each generated

sales growth of over 40% in 2021.

Average spending on grocery items at discount retailers rose 71% from October 2021 to

June 2022, per InMarket data reported by The Wall Street Journal. Spending on those same

items in grocery stores fell 5% in the same period.

Foot tra�c to discount stores continues to grow: In July, store visits were 3.2% higher

compared with March 2022, per Placer.ai. Dollar store visit share—the proportion of visits to

dollar stores compared with superstores and grocery stores—remains above pre-pandemic

levels, although the latter two categories still account for almost 90% of visits to food and

beverage retailers.

For instance, by adding fresh produce to stores, discount stores can keep shoppers from

returning to grocers for their fresh food needs. That’s the reasoning behind Dollar General’s

plan to grow the number of stores that o�er produce to 10,000 over the next few years.

Adding a more comprehensive loyalty program that rewards visitors for shopping more could

also improve retention.

Many are currently stuck “with more inventory than they can handle,” Kelly Pedersen, a

merchandising practice leader at PwC, told The Business of Fashion.

At the same time, retailers are anticipating a sales slowdown: Ross Stores CEO Barbara
Rentler said the company expected same-store sales to fall 4% to 6% in Q2.

https://content-na1.emarketer.com/dollar-general-beefs-up-its-distribution-network
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The bigger picture: Shoppers tend to turn to discount and o�-price retailers in times of

necessity. That makes it di�cult to build loyalty, which could throw a wrench into the

aggressive expansion plans many of these companies are pursuing.

This article originally appeared in Insider Intelligence's Retail & Ecommerce Brie�ng—a daily

recap of top stories reshaping the retail industry. Subscribe to have more hard-hitting

takeaways delivered to your inbox daily.

With grocers adopting a number of tactics, from personalized rewards to pushing CPG

brands to increase promotions, discount stores will have to o�er value beyond the lower price

tag to keep shoppers from finding better alternatives.

The same is true for o�-price retailers, which are facing more competition from fashion resale

platforms (and from brands launching their own resale capabilities).
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